
Abraham Schalit’s Herod, before and after the 
Holocaust

1898 born in Galicia; 
1927 PhD. on Josephus in Vienna 
1929 to Palestine
1950 appointed Hebrew U.
1979 died in Jerusalem 
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The Herodian Period in Perspective
• 587/6 BCE – Babylonia destroys the First Temple
• 539 – Cyrus, after conquering Babylonia, allows Judeans to return
• 332 Persian period ends with Alexander the Great’s conquest of East

>  Hellenistic rule: “Successors” until 301; Ptolemaic rule until 200; 
Seleucid rule until 168/140; Hasmonean rule until 63 BCE

• 63 BCE Rome takes over Hasmonean state; rules via Hasmonean vassal until 40 
BCE 

• 40/37 – 4 Herod, King of Judea, “ally” of Rome; kingdom split up after his death, 
Roman rule in Judea begins in 6 CE

• 44 CE all of Palestine reunited under Roman rule
• 66-73/4 Judean revolt against Rome; Jerus. and Temple destroyed in 70
• 132-136 Bar-Kochva’s revolt
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Schalit’s first books

• “Die Vita des Josephus: Eine historisch-kritische Untersuchung” (Dissertation 
Vienna, 1927) (          “Josephus und Justus: Studien zur Vita des Josephus” [Klio, 
1933])

• Roman Administration in Palestine (1937, in Hebrew)

• Annotated Hebrew translation of Josephus, Antiquities 1-10 (1943/44)
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It all began with a footnote

Schalit, Introduction to Antiquities (1943/44), p. XXIII: “Josephus developed this idea especially in War 5.367 [where 
Josephus declares that God has passed over to the Romans, DRS]. I discussed this question in my article, ‘Zur national-
politischen Theorie des Josephus,’ which has not yet been published.” But a decade earlier Schalit had published “Josephus 
and His National-Political Views”, Moznaim 2 (1933/34): 296-305 (in Hebrew). 
WHY REFER HEBREW READERS TO NON-EXTANT GERMAN ARTICLE RATHER THAN AN EXTANT HEBREW ONE?!
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6
900 pages, including 48 “additions” and 15 “appendices”

Schalit’s 3-volume translation of Josephus’s Antiquities
Namenwoerterbuch zu Flavius Josephus, 1968
Untersuchungen zum Assumptio Mosis, 1989

1969
1943/44; 
1963

Schalit’s main works



Hebrew Original, 1960

542 pages, 
including 170 page 
of notes
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Herod and Josephus –
Both Accepted Roman Rule in Palestine

Herod, 72(?) – 4 BCE
As his father, was a senior administrator 
under Hyrcanus II
Vassal King and “ally” of Rome
Married Hasmonean, then killed them 
off
Built all over, including Caesarea and 
Jerusalem (Masada, Jericho, Sebaste, 
Herodium…)

Josephus, 37 – ca. 100(?)
Priestly family in Jerusalem
Rebel leader in Galilee, 66/67 
Respected prisoner, translator etc.
Flavius Josephus, historian

War    Antiquities   Life   Against Apion
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Last lines of Hebrew volume, 1960

Hordos HaMelekh, 341-342: One can understand Herod’s contemporaries, who were full of 
disgust and rage at the sight of the king’s ways and deeds in public and private affairs. But we, 
who look upon the ways of the man and the king from the distance of 2000 years and for whom 
it is easy to distinguish the lights and shadows of human life – for us, it is proper to weigh justly 
the points in his favor and those against him, after we put aside those issues that are of merely 
transient significance. When we do that, we cannot but recognize that there was a beneficial 
element in Herod’s Roman policy, which – had the nation’s leaders known how to exploit it for 
the good of the nation– it is possible that they would have succeeded in preventing the terrible 
catastrophe that befell it in the last seventy years of the Second Temple Period…
Herod was one of the most courageous and innovative statesmen to appear in the Jewish people 
in antiquity. He left behind him a great political legacy, which, however, did not find worthy heirs 
– those who knew how to “break the cask and preserve the wine.” Herod’s heirs were wimps 
( תושומנ )... And so it happened, that he remained “bald on both sides”: they forgot the good that 
he had done, but remembered from generation to generation the monstrosities, so that all that 
remained were the names “wicked Herod” and “Slave of Edom[= Rome].” But the historian of 
today must call him by the name he deserves: “Herod King of Israel” ( לארשי ךלמ סודרוה ).  
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Might makes “right”

• Hordos HaMelekh, 238: “...and it is possible, that Herod’s amazing success too 
had its impact and brought even his enemies to believe, to some extent, in his 
righteousness ( שיאה תקדצ ). For this is the rule concerning matters of state and 
real life in every time and every place: it is final success that determines who is 
‘right’” ( 'קדצה' ימ דיב ). 
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Aroused very severe criticism in Israel
>He expected it: Schalit dedicated Hordos HaMelekh (1960) to the memory of Joseph Klausner (d. 1958), “although I 
am certain, that had he read the book, he would have sentenced me to death in boiling water for having desecrated 
the nation’s sancta – in his opinion.”
>He got it, including:

• G. Kressel, “Herod – An Example of Abominable Machiavellianism” (1961/62, in Hebrew): “It was the shock that I 
experienced upon reading this book that brought me to turn to the public with regard to this new-old doctrine, 
and its consequences: it justifies the most abominable and murderous jungle in human relations…[I felt] a deep 
shock upon reading such things in Hebrew, and in this day and age, after we have seen how millions have been 
murdered and incarcerated in the name of a system, which too is ‘political wisdom,’ and then, after a few years, 
on the basis of another ‘political wisdom,’ that arch-murderer was thrown as something hateful from his resting 
place in his mausoleum.”

[Oct. 1961: Khrushchev condemned Stalinism, and Stalin’s body was removed from Lenin’s mausoleum .]

• I. Baer, Zion 36 (1975/76) 131, n. 14: “Schalit flatters the aristocrats and rulers of Rome while negating the honor 
of the Jewish people and denying its right to save its soul from a governmental system that was dedicated entirely 
to cruel murder and sexual perversity.”

• A. Kasher, A Persecuted Persecutor (2007)
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Schalit responded via essay on Th. Mommsen, on rulers 
who do what needs to be done, and failures who do not

(“nice guys finish last”)

“For Mommsen, Julius Caesar was not the murderer of the Roman 
Republic; rather, he did what he had to do. Pompey was a small man 
(adam qatan), for he was not able to do that which was possible to do 
and that he was supposed to do.”

(published in 1962 both as lecture and as introduction to Hebrew 
translation of Mommsen’s History of Rome)
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Basically, however, Schalit turned away from Israel –
to German and Germany

Namenwörterbuch
zu Flavius 
Josephus,  1968

From Schalit’s list of publications
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Including his last manuscripts

>Posthumous book: Untersuchungen zur Assumptio Mosis (1989)

>Saved from recycling bin in Mainz: 200+ German typescript commentary on 
Josephus, Antiquities 11*

* DRS, “Hellenism, Judaism, and Apologetics: Josephus’s Antiquities according to an 
Unpublished Commentary by Abraham Schalit,” Jewish Studies Internet Journal 19 
(2020; online) 
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From manuscript on Antiquities 11, with his handwritten 
proofreading marks
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Schalit on Josephus and Herod in the 1930s: The  
Opposite Pole

Schalit to Klausner, Sept. 1933:  ““I believe that we may in complete tranquility 
admit Josephus’ baseness, without our having to be embarrassed. There are such 
base people throughout the world – among every people and tongue – and there 
is no necessity to declare this reptile pure ( ץרשה תא רהטל ); if we were to do that, 
we would produce a brief for the defense, but not at all history. Let us, rather, leave 
the ‘Ehrenrettung’ of Josephus to someone like Hugo Willrich, who has been 
showing his prowess at things like that for many years in ‘saving the honor’ of the 
evil Caligula, Herod, and others.” 
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Schalit to Klausner, 1933, on Herod “the reptile” that 
only Antisemites would “purify”
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The article Schalit tried to bury

Introduction to Hebrew translation of Antiquities, I (1943/44), xxiii, n. 35: 

“Josephus developed this idea especially in War 5.367 [where Josephus declares that God has 
passed over to the Romans, DRS]. I discussed this question in my article, ‘Zur national-
politischen Theorie des Josephus,’ which has not yet been published.”

“Josephus and His National-Political Views”, Moznaim 2 (1933/34): 296-305
(Hebrew)

(also neither in his c.v. of ca. 1950, nor in his published list of publications) 18



In that article of 1933/34, Schalit condemned Josephus for giving up on 
the nation’s “life” in return for its mere “existence”

[last page:] “Here we see Josephus on the way to complete denial and absolute 
negation of the national tradition. The only thing that Josephus still wants is 
national existence without the national principles as understood by the Zealots: 
the principles of national choseness (by God) and of the necessity of self-
defense…Here is the main contrast between Josephus and the Zealots. They did 
not recognize the possibility of separating the existence of the people from its 
national life, and totally rejected ( םיידי יתשב וחד ) the view, that the people is 
allowed to continue its life in all circumstances, namely, after the loss of the 
principles that turn national existence into national life (  םויק תא םיכפוהה

םיימואל םייחל המואה )... 
“Despite his degenerate character ( לקלוקמה ויפוא ), Josephus loved his people and 
was worried about its future… 
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What Intervened between the 1930s and 1950s?
Hordos HaMelekh, 23: “Had Yannai’s son [Aristobulus II] behaved wisely and responsibly, it is 
possible that the Roman rulers would not have developed their prejudice that the Jews of 
Palestine were a force that was hostile to the Roman state and endangered it – and that, 
therefore, Rome should exercise its power in order to suppress this hostile force. In any case it 
seems likely that that would have softened the force of the Roman ruler’s canard, that such was 
the attitude of the Jews of Palestine toward Rome from the outset. The historical role that the 
moment of 63 BCE imposed upon Aristobulus was to a peaceful mediator between the Roman 
regime and the Jews of Palestine. Such mediation would have opened up the way for the Jews to 
participate in the great work of construction of the Roman empire—willingly and not under 
duress. It is likely, that a willing integration would have saved the Hasmoneans’ rule and the 
Hasmonean state; and it might even be possible to conjecture, that it would have prevented the 
great national disaster (shoa) that came later, in 66—70 CE.” 

Schalit’s introduction to his Josephus-Forschung (1971), p. xviii: “Today we look at events in 
Judea in the late Second Temple period differently than what was usual two generations ago. The 
problematics of Jewish existence in the Roman empire (Reich) were much more complicated 
than what was once assumed, and it is, therefore, impossible to condemn Josephus as one who 
betrayed his people.” 
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Conclusion: Schalit looked at the options of ancient Jews in 
the light of those of Jews during the Holocaust – from 
which he concluded that it is power that makes the world 
go around. From that he inferred that smart people (“just 
people”) are those who recognize who has power and 
make the most of things, for themselves and their nation, 
without resisting that power, while stupid people (= “bad 
people”) attempt to do more for themselves and their 
nation by resisting that power. Herod and Josephus were 
like Judenräte in a regime that was not bent on killing 
Jews. 21
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Thank you
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